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Experimentall  methodologies for  protein characterization by mass spectrometry 

urgee development of informatic s tools that can extract informatio n from com-

plexx M S data. Thi s has prompted us to develop a dedicated software tool that 

facilitatess protein complex structur e studies, which combine chemical cross-

Ünkin gg wit h mass spectrometry. The FindLin k program can effectively extract 

chemicallyy linked sites in proteins from sets of complex M S data. 

Introduction n 

Overr the last decade mass spectrometry has 

provenn to be a powerful analytical tool in life 

sciences.. Success is only partly attributed to 

thee drastic improvements in mass spectromet-

ricc instrument performance, and the progress 

madee with the developments of ionization 

methods,, MSMS methods and hyphenation 

off  mass spectrometry with liquid chromato-

graphy. . 

Thee key to advance must be development 

off  informatics tools that help extracting rel-

evantt information from complex mass spec-

trometricc data. It appears that a growing 

numberr of commercial and freely available 

internet-basedd software programs can assist 

thee researcher with the analyses of mass spec-

trometricc data. However, novel experimental 

strategiess and methodologies in proteomics 

urgee for more specialized tools, which are 

nott yet practically implemented in the avail-

ablee programs. 

Inn our laboratory we have developed a 

methodd to obtain information on the fold-

ingg and structure of protein complexes. This 

methodd involves chemical cross-linking of 

proteinn complexes combined with mass spec-

trometricc analyses of the cross-linked pep-

tidess in the digest mixture. To assist in the 

interpretationn of mass spectra, a dedicated 

softwaree program has been developed, called 

FindLink,, which conveniently can extract 

l inkedd protein sites from complex mass spec-

trometricc data. 

Generall Strategy 

Thee proteins or protein complexes under 

studyy are subjected to chemical cross-link-

ingg using various cross-linking reagents. 

Cross-linkedd proteins are separated (i.e. by 

gell  filtration or SDS-PAGE) and subse-

quentlyy digested with proteases. The resul-

tingg peptide mixtures are mass analyzed and 

thee M S data are imported in and evaluated 

byy the FindLink program. Verification of 

assignedd links by means of MSMS analyses 

off  selected peptides may be required. The 

acknowledgedd cross-links can be used as con-

straintss for fold recognition (1) and in in silico 

molecularr modeling studies, integrated with 

dataa from X-ray crystallography, N M R and 

electronn microscopy. 

Thee FindLink analysis 

Ann outline of the process in flow-sheet form is 

presentedd in figure 3 - 1. MS data can directly 

bee imported into the FindLink program from 

anyy source or experiment as mass/intensity list 

spectra.. The data are expected to be decon-

volutedd for ion charge states and isotopic dis-

tribution,, using a program such as MaxENT3 

(availablee from M E DC solutions, Cambridge, 

UK) ,, yielding singly charged mono-isoto-

picc ion mass lists. Multipl e MS spectra can 

bee imported from different sources or from 

time-segmentedd LCM S data for simultane-

ouss FindLink analysis. Optionally, imported 

MSS spectra can be cleaned-up by removing 
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MSS Data 

Figuree 3 - 1 : Flowsheet of FindLink. Theoretical calculations are depicted in the gray panel at left, on the 
basiss of the inputs (protein sequences, digestion rules, residue selectivity of the cross-linker and cross-link 
parameters)) a list of masses to be matched is calculated. Data processing from MS data is outlined in 
thee gray panel on the right. Multiple spectra from several experiments are combined into one set which 
iss matched. Different cross-link reactivities may be matched in one single calculation, and are input 
viaa 'modification rule', bottom left in the flowsheet. All candidate links matching calculated masses are 
systematicallyy collected and may be evaluated and annotated by the user. 
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Figuree 3 -2 : Screenshots of RndLink output. In the left panel the notebook is used to define a number 
off output sheets for data evaluation using different cross-linking rules. The displayed sheet shows the 
matchess with singly cross-linked peptides. In the column at the right side one can annotate validated 
links.. The right panel shows the notebook set at database generation parameters, providing feedback 
onn the number of database entries generated. The shown autoreport collects annotations from all output 
sheetss and presents a color diagram with the linked and adducted residues in the protein. Data taken 
fromm reference (2). 

dataa which overlap with data from maximally 

twoo imported reference spectra from the cor-

respondingg non-crosslinked and/or unmodi-

fiedd proteins. 

Thee program can generate mass/peptide 

lists,, based on the input of: (I) the residue 

sequencee of one (for cross-linking within one 

protein)) or two (for additional cross-linking 

betweenn proteins) proteins, (II) on the chem-

icall  selectivity of the digestion, and (III ) on 

thee chemical selectivity of the modifier or 

cross-linkk reagent. Optionally, generated lists 

cann include all peptides and peptide combi-

nationn candidates for surface label modifica-

tions,, for intramolecular cross-linking within 

peptides,, and for intermolecular cross-linking 

betweenn peptides from one or two proteins. 

Non-viablee combinations of overlapping 

peptidess from one protein (which may be 

generatedd due the allowed digest miscleav-

ages)) are omitted from the lists. Each list 

entryy is automatically matched within a user-

definedd mass tolerance with the experimental 

mass/intensityy lists. The matches for surface 

labeling,, intramolecular cross-linking within 

aa peptide, and intermolecular cross-linking 

betweenn peptides originating from one or 

twoo proteins in the complex are systemati-

callyy documented on separate output sheets 

(seee figure 3—2). It appears that the confi-

dencee level of the FindLink assigned cross-

linkedd and/or modified sites, drastically 

increasess if mass accuracy of the experimental 

dataa improves from about 40 to below 2 ppm 

(Fourierr transform ion cyclotron resonance 

MSS data). For the asignment of MS data with 

ann accuracy of about 40 ppm, multiple can-

didatess may be possible. In these cases confir-
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mationn of a suggested linked site in the pro-

teinss can be obtained from MSMS analyses of 

thee corresponding peptide in the digest mix-

turee and/or from oxygen-18 labeling (2). 

Forr cross-linked multi-protein complexes a 

step-wisee FindLink analyses of the MS data 

forr each protein-pair in the complex, can 

map-outt the detectable cross-links between 

proteinss in the complex. 

Applications s 

Too date, the FindLink program has success-

fullyy supported studies in which chemical 

cross-linkingg has been used to probe protein 

complexx structure (2;3), and in which (semi-) 

syntheticc surface labels have been attached 

too a specific protein (4). In these studies, the 

FindLinkk program has proven that it can 

matchh verifiable (cross)-links with relatively 

smalll  peaks from large complex MS datasets. 
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